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Data Security
Banks use many different systems to protect customers’ information.
 Banks use a combination of safeguards to protect your information – such as
employee training, employee accountability, strict privacy policies, rigorous
security standards, encryption, and fraud detection software.


This software, called “neural network” technology, allows banks to detect
unusual spending patterns and alert employees, who then can contact the
customer and protect the account.



Banks are working to provide consumer conveniences, like: consolidated
statements; a single 800 number for all accounts; product discounts; direct
deposit; reward programs; and more personalized services while continuing
to respect the customer’s expectation of privacy.

There are ways customers can assist to greatly improve their security.
 Checking one’s account often for suspicious activity – either through the
Internet, phone or ATM statements – is the best way customers can protect
themselves from account theft.

Financial institutions already have a regulatory system in place.
 Unlike other businesses that have experienced security breaches, banks
already have a regulatory system in place advising them how to respond and
notify their customers.


In 2005, federal regulators issued guidance telling banks what to do if they
have a security breach, including when to notify customers.


The guidance requires banks to immediately investigate breach
incidents and determine if any fraud has occurred, even if it is
“reasonably possible.” If so, customers must be notified as soon as
possible, unless law enforcement tells the bank that an investigation
would be endangered by the notice.



If misuse of the data is unlikely, no notice is required, primarily to
minimize customer inconvenience or cause undue alarm. Unnecessary
warnings could run the risk of creating a “cry wolf” attitude to future
notices.



Regardless of the likelihood of misuse, bank regulators must always be
notified when illegal access occurs so that they can monitor the
situation.

Customers’ trust is the banking industry’s most valuable asset.
 Consumers are protected against losses. When a customer reports an
unauthorized transaction, the bank will cover the loss and take measures to
protect your account.

(more)
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Data Security
(continued)



Banks will protect customer privacy because their future depends on it.
That’s why the banking industry is committed to continuing its tradition of
safeguarding confidential financial information.

Background:
All banks must develop and have in place a data breach-response program that
contains the following five elements:



The program can be risk-based – that is, based on the risk that a consumer
might be harmed by the compromise of the information in the custody of that
institution. This gives institutions some flexibility to decide if a notification is
necessary;



The institution must have a response and investigation system in place that
can assess the situation;



If sensitive information is involved, the institution's federal regulator must be
notified;



The institution must be able to take appropriate steps to contain and control
the incident, including preserving records and other evidence; and



Customers must be notified if they are reasonably deemed to be at risk, but
in some circumstances there could be a delay in notification, especially
where law enforcement tells the institution in writing that an investigation
would be endangered by that notice.
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